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ABSTRACT

The present invention discloses a charging method and system for a prepaid service. The charging method comprises the following steps that: a VPN charging management module presets different VPN package charging levels in the prepaid service, receives a calling request from a user terminal, and determines whether there is at least one VPN valid user in a calling terminal and a called terminal and determines whether the calling belongs to the preset different VPN package charging levels; and a VPN charging module charges the calling terminal or the called terminal which is a VPN valid user for this calling according to the VPN package charging level to which the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs, and ends this calling if the amount of the user terminal account is insufficient. The present invention realizes the flexible VPN charging in the prepaid service, not only enables a user to enjoy more flexible charging and save charges conveniently, but also it is favourable for the service promotion of operators, without changing the existing service framework structure and development interface, and saves the development costs of operators by synchronizing to multiple systems by a synchronization module.
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CHARGING METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PREPAID SERVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of the prepaid service, in particular to a charging method and system for a prepaid service.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The traditional network-in-network service needs to develop the main service of the Prepaid Service (PPS) and the Virtual Private Network (VPN) service; and the existing mode for implementing the PPS network-in-network service is as follows: a PPS user can join a VPN; in the PPS calling flow, it is necessary to determine whether an outgoing call and an incoming call are the intra-network calls according to the interactions of the calling and the called to the VPN to control the charges of the user; and the user can enjoy the intra-network charge preference when dialing the number in a VPN group, and it is required to update group balance information in the VPN after this calling ends; in addition, during the intra-network calling, besides the update of the accumulated amount in the group, it is also necessary to modify a PPS account and deduct the amount from the account, so that it is required to develop an interaction-execution interface between the PPS and the VPN and the VPN service.

[0003] However, the execute signalling interaction may fail or lose data, therefore it is possible to cause the failure of this calling flow; in addition, in the existing way, once joining the same group, the users have a consistent charging solution in the group, so it is impossible to cross multiple systems, deduct VPN functional charges flexibly, and give the VPN users certain free-use credits, and it is also impossible to adopt different charging solutions for a free credit or a charging credit.

SUMMARY

[0004] In view of this, the present invention provides a charging method and system for a prepaid service, which can realize the flexible VPN charging in the prepaid service.

[0005] To solve the technical problem, the present invention adopts the following technical solutions.

[0006] The invention provides a charging method for a prepaid service, comprising:

[0007] A: a VPN charging management module presets different VPN package charging levels in the prepaid service, receives a calling request from a user terminal, and determines whether there is at least one VPN valid user in a calling terminal and a called terminal and whether this calling belongs to the preset different VPN package charging levels; and

[0008] B: a VPN charging module charges the calling terminal or the called terminal which is a VPN valid user for this calling according to the VPN package charging level to which the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs, and ends this calling when the amount of the user terminal account is insufficient.

[0009] In step B of the charging method, the step of charging for this calling according to the VPN package charging level to which the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs may specifically comprise:

[0010] determining whether this calling belongs to preset free credit level according to the charging number and the other number corresponding to the charging number in the calling, if so, accumulating this calling charge to the free credit, otherwise, accumulating this calling charge to the amount of the user terminal account according to the charging level to which this calling belongs.

[0011] In the charging method, the step of determining whether there is at least one VPN valid user in the calling terminal or the called terminal may specifically comprise:

[0012] determining whether the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user;

[0013] determining whether a VPN function is activated for the calling terminal or the called terminal; and

[0014] if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user and the VPN function is activated, the calling terminal or the called terminal is a VPN valid user.

[0015] The charging method may further comprise a process of applying for the activation of the VPN function before step A, the process may specifically comprise:

[0016] a VPN functional module receives an application of activating the VPN function from the user terminal, and determines whether the user terminal belongs to the VPN, if so, immediately activates the VPN function or delays the activation of the VPN function for the user terminal, otherwise, does not activate the VPN function for the user terminal.

[0017] The charging method may further comprise: if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is not that of a VPN user, or the VPN function is not activated, or this calling does not belong to the preset VPN package charging level, determining whether the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs to the prepaid charging level, and performing charging according to the prepaid charging level if the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs to the prepaid charging level.

[0018] The charging method may further comprise a VPN registration process before step A, the process may specifically comprise: the VPN functional module receives a VPN registration request from the user terminal and determines the VPN authority for the user terminal.

[0019] The present invention further discloses a charging system for a prepaid service, comprising:

[0020] a VPN charging management module arranged to preset different VPN package charging levels in the prepaid service, receive a calling request from a user terminal, and determine whether there is at least one VPN valid user in a calling terminal and a called terminal and determine whether this calling belongs to the preset different VPN package charging levels; and

[0021] a VPN charging module arranged to charge the calling terminal or the called terminal which is a VPN valid user for this calling according to the charging level to which the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs, and ends this calling when the amount of the user terminal account is insufficient.

[0022] In the charging system, the VPN charging management module may be further arranged to determine whether the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user, determine whether a VPN function is activated for the calling terminal or the called terminal, and determine that the calling terminal or the called terminal is a VPN valid user if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of the VPN user and the VPN function is activated.

[0023] In the charging system, the VPN charging module may be further arranged to accumulate this calling charge to
a free credit if this calling belongs to a preset free credit level and accumulate this calling charge to the amount of the user terminal account if this calling belongs to a payment level.

The charging system may further comprise a VPN functional module arranged to receive an application of activating the VPN function from the user terminal, determine whether the user terminal belongs to the VPN, and immediately activate the VPN function or delay the activation of the VPN function for the user terminal if the user terminal belongs to the VPN; and

the VPN functional module may be further arranged to receive a VPN registration request from the user terminal and determine the VPN authority for the user terminal.

The system may further comprise a service control point synchronization module arranged to synchronize an operation of a service management point to each service control point.

Compared with the prior art, the present invention has the following advantages.

1. In the prior art, the PPS service and the VPN service are two independent services, and need to perform signalling interaction through an execute interface in a nested mode. While the present invention implements a method which supports a package VPN function based on the PPS service in a non-nested mode, i.e., the VPN function is a function affiliated to the PPS main service. By the method, the PPS function and the VPN function are realized in one service, thereby avoiding the development of two services, the interaction between the PPS service and the VPN service as well as the development of the execute interface. With the framework of the present invention, the VPN function is presented as a package of the PPS service; to determine whether a PPS user enjoys the VPN function, it is only necessary to determine whether the user belongs to a group and applies for the activation of a corresponding VPN package. When the user belongs to the group and applies for the activation of the VPN package function, it is necessary to determine whether this calling of the user is a calling in the group, if so, execute the VPN flow, otherwise, execute the PPS flow. The signalling interaction between the PPS and the VPN through the execute interface is not required, thereby avoiding the circumstance that the possible failure and data loss may cause the failure of calling flow.

2. The VPN charging management module presets different VPN package charging levels, determines whether the user terminal is a VPN valid user and whether this calling belongs to the preset VPN package charging level to realize the flexible charging of the VPN, flexibly deducts the VPN functional charge and gives a VPN user certain free-use credits through the settings of different VPN package levels, thereby being convenient to save charges and favourable for the service promotion of operators. In the present invention, users are not limited by groups and the users in the same group can pay different VPN functional charges because the users can apply for VPN packages after joining the group, and multiple VPN packages can be set in the service, so that the VPN functional charges are different according to the different VPN packages applied by the users. Indeed, according to different VPN packages, the charging has different free credits, different charging solutions corresponding to the free credits of respective VPN packages and different charging solutions corresponding to the charging levels.

3. The development costs of operators are saved without changing the existing service framework structures and development interfaces.

Furthermore, the present invention is also applicable to multiple systems by setting a Service Control Point (SCP) synchronization module. Herein, multiple systems refer to multiple SCP systems. The group information and user information of each SCP, when added, are synchronized to other SCPs in real time through a Service Management Point (SMP). Therefore the users in the same group can enjoy the VPN preference even distributed on different SCPs.

Fig. 1 shows a structure schematic diagram of a charging system in an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of a VPN group registration in an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of applying for activation of the VPN function in an embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a charging flow in an embodiment of the present invention.

The present invention is described below with reference to the drawings and in conjunction with the embodiments in detail.

Before the description, the English terms or abbreviations herein are described at first, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English abbreviation</th>
<th>English full name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Prepaid Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>Service Control Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>Global System for Mobile Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPN</td>
<td>Virtual Private Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>Service Management point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present invention provides a charging method and system for the VPN function which can cross multiple systems and be compatible with post-paid and prepaid services, without changing the existing PPS service framework structures and multiple development interfaces and services, so that the users can enjoy the functional preferences of both the VPN and PPS at the same time. Also, it is possible to flexibly formulate VPN monthly functional charges, and flexibly configure free intra-network and extra-network call durations or charge package which can be enjoyed by VPN users.

Exemplarily describes the charging system of the present invention, which mainly comprises the following components:

1. A PPS functional module 101, which is used for activating the PPS service and functions for a user to enable the user to enjoy the PPS preferential charge;

2. A VPN charging management module 102, which is mainly used for presetting different package charging levels of the VPN service, receiving a calling request from a user terminal, and determining whether there is at least one VPN valid user in a calling terminal and a called terminal and determining whether this calling belongs to the preset different package charging levels;

3. The present invention, the different package charging levels of the VPN service are called VPN network-
in-network packages; respective different VPN network-in-network packages can have different preferential items, VPN functional charges, credits of different levels and corresponding charging solutions; in one embodiment of the present invention, it is stipulated that only the PPS users who apply to join a VPN group can apply for the corresponding packages;

[0043] a VPN charging module 105, which is used for charging a user according to the charging solution of the VPN network-in-network package level to which the user belongs, charging the calling terminal or the called terminal which is a VPN valid user for this calling according to the charging level to which the calling terminal or called terminal belongs, and ending this calling when the amount of the user terminal account is insufficient.

[0044] In order to cross multiple systems, the modification of any user group information of the users can be synchronized to different SCPs through a synchronization process, and after the group users are added and the information of the users is modified, both the added user information and modified user information are synchronized to each SCP through a platform synchronization process. All those are completed by the illustrated SCP synchronization module 104, which has the following functions:

[0045] the operation that a user joins a group or the VPN function becomes available will be written into a SCP database table for records; in the whole intelligent network system, any operation of the SMP will be synchronized to each SCP through the synchronization process of the platform to ensure that any user in the SCP database can find the users in the group to which the user belongs when performing the voice service and short message service so as to realize the VPN preference. The data synchronization operation among multiple SMPs can ensure that the VPN group information crosses multiple intelligent network systems.

[0046] FIG. 2 exemplarily describes the process of a VPN group setting and a user registration in the present invention. Generally, one or more users groups can access the VPN network-in-network package. Herein, such user groups are called the VPN groups; in one VPN, there may be multiple VPN groups, so that the users in the VPN can be registered to one or more VPN groups.

[0047] Therefore, the VPN groups are set at first and the corresponding users are registered, these operations can be completed by the VPN functional module 103 illustrated in FIG. 1. the VPN functional module 103 can be used for setting the VPN groups and the related information; after the group information is set, the users can apply to join the groups to obtain the VPN functions; generally, the users with the VPN network-in-network package should be the VPN valid users.

[0048] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the processes of setting of the VPN groups and the user registration comprise the following steps.

[0049] Step S201: a corresponding group number, group name, limited extension number length and number of group users are set for a VPN group; and the added information is recorded in a group information table.

[0050] Step S202: after the group is set, a user can be registered to each VPN group. The user not only can apply to be registered to the VPN group by himself, but also can apply to register the numbers of friends and relatives to obtain packages for the numbers of the friends and relatives; and the numbers of the friends and relatives can be added after the packages for the numbers of the friends and relatives are applied. The VPN is a group to which the numbers of the friends and relatives are added, so that the numbers of the friends and relatives are added to a group rather than a single PPS user and the user only needs to apply to join the VPN group.

[0051] Step S203: only the group existing in the group information table can a user apply to join, and the user cannot join a group which is not in the group information table. The VPN functional module 103 processes the registration request from a user and determines the VPN authority for the user. The VPN authority of the user determines the identity of the user in each group, including joining right and belonging right. A user can join the preferences of multiple groups but can only belong to one group in which the user enjoys the inter-calling preferences among members in the network and will pay functional charges. Users with different authorities have different charging levels. Therefore, it is necessary to determine whether the name of the group which the user applies to join exists in this step, if so, execute step S204, otherwise, it is necessary to supplement required group information and return to step S201.

[0052] Step S204: any user in prepaid, post-paid and fixed telephone services can join the existing groups, and can join multiple existing groups, but the PPS repaid users can only belong to one group.

[0053] Step S205: in the VPN group, a user number can be in the form of a short number, and the users in the group can place a call through the short numbers by setting their extension numbers; and such short numbers are convenient to memorize.

[0054] Step S206: the length of the short number in the group is limited by the length of the extension number in the group information management; and the short number with out-of-limit length cannot be applied during the setting of the short numbers. In addition, the short number of a user cannot be the same as that of other users in the group because the user corresponding to the same short number cannot be determined when a user dials the same short number, thus the short number is limited when being added. Therefore, it is necessary to determine whether there is the same short number in the group and whether the length of the short number meets the requirement in this step, if there is no same short number in the group and the length of the short number meets the requirement, execute step S207, otherwise, return to step S205.

[0055] Step S207: as described above, a user can be registered to the VPN group with two identities: one is the identity of belonging to the group, the user will pay VPN functional charges, and can enjoy the free inter-calling or group preferential charges when calling other members in the group, i.e., a user belonging to a group enjoys the preference when calling any other users in the group; and the other is the identity of not belonging to the group, the user will not pay VPN functional charges, neither enjoy the free inter-calling or group preferential charges when calling other members in the group; but when the user with the identity of not belonging to a group is called by a calling user belonging to the group, the calling user enjoy the preferences. A user identification identifier can be set for a user for determining whether the user belongs to a VPN group.
The summary of the belonging circumstances of the calling terminal and the called terminal comprises:

when the calling terminal and the called terminal are in the same group and also belong to the group, both of them will enjoy the preferences;

when the calling terminal and the called terminal are in the same group, the calling terminal belongs to the group while the called does not belong to the group, only the calling terminal will enjoy the preferences while the called terminal will not enjoy the preferences; and

when the calling terminal and the called terminal are in the same group, the calling terminal does not belong to the group while the called terminal belongs to the group, only the called terminal will enjoy the preferences while the calling terminal will not enjoy the preferences;

for example, if the ZTE corporation is taken as a VPN group, the employees in the ZTE corporation belong to the group and enjoy inter-calling preferences; while a family member of the employee in the ZTE corporation may belong to a VPN group to which his/her company belong, and can join rather than belong to the VPN group of the ZTE corporation as a friend or relative. Under such a circumstance, the users belonging to the ZTE group enjoy the preferences when calling the family members joining but not belonging to the ZTE group; but the family members do not belong to the ZTE group, therefore the family members cannot enjoy the preferences. The calling and the called processes between a family member of the employee and a stranger do not enjoy the preferences according to the VPN charging levels and can only use the charging solution of the PPS service.

Steps S208-S211: it is necessary to determine whether the user is a PPS user in step S208 at first. If the user is a PPS prepaid user, the user can select to belong to a group in step S210; then a calling number display mode (short number or long number) is selected for the user in step S211, otherwise, the user only joins and does not belong to any group (step S209), and a calling number display mode is directly selected for the user (step S211). When a VPN user is a calling party, it is possible to display the short number as well as the long number of the user.

As illustrated in FIG. 3, the flow of applying for the activation of the VPN function for the user is as follows.

Step S301: the user needs to apply for the activation of the VPN function at first if he wants to have such a function which is not activated by default.

Step S302: not all users can apply for the activation of the VPN function, only the users belonging to a group can apply for the activation of the VPN function, and only PPS users can belong to a group while the users belonging to no groups cannot apply for activation of the VPN function. So it is necessary to determine whether the users applying for the activation of the VPN function belong to a group in this step, if so, execute step S303, otherwise, end the whole flow.

Step S303: the user can apply for the VPN function available immediately (i.e., immediately become available) or VPN function available in next month (i.e., delay the availability); some VPN functions are set to be charged monthly and some are set to be free from the functional charges, therefore, which VPN function the users will select is decided by themselves. In this way, if the VPN function available immediately is selected in the step, step S304 is executed, otherwise, step S305 is executed.

Step S304: the user selects the VPN function available immediately, and the users with the VPN functions activated enjoy the inter-calling preferences when calling the users in the group. Meanwhile, the VPN functional charges will be deducted immediately.

Step S305: the user selects the VPN function available in next month, and the user will not enjoy the preference immediately when calling the users in the group and can enjoy the VPN preference after the monthly functional charges are deducted in next month.

To sum up, generally, only when this calling belongs to the preset charging level can the valid user of the VPN enjoy the different charging levels for the VPN service which are preset by the VPN charging management module 102. It is possible to determine whether the calling terminal or the called terminal is the valid user of the VPN by the VPN functional module 103, the determining process comprises:

- determining whether the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user;
- determining whether the VPN function is activated for the calling terminal or the called terminal activates; and
- when the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user and the VPN function is activated, the calling terminal or the called terminal is a valid user of the VPN.

As illustrated in FIG. 4, the flow of the charging method in an embodiment of the present invention comprises the following steps.

Step S400: a PPS user places or receives a call. Herein, the user placing the call is named the calling terminal, while the user receiving the call is named the called terminal; the VPN charging management module 102 needs to determine whether the calling terminal and/or the called terminal is the valid user of the VPN after receiving a calling request from a user terminal and determine whether this calling belongs to the preset VPN network-in-network package according to the other number corresponding to the charging number in the calling.

Steps S401-S403: at first, it is limited that only a PPS user can enjoy PPS or VPN preference, and the user executes a PPS preferential flow or VPN preferential flow, by determining whether the user join a group when the user places/receives a call in the group, the user executes the VPN preferential flow no matter the short or long number of the other party in the calling is dialed, otherwise, executes the PPS preferential flow. The PPS preferential flow can be implemented by the PPS functional module 101 illustrated in FIG. 1, and the PPS functional module 101 is used for activating the PPS service and function for the users to enjoy the PPS preferential charge.

As described above, only when this calling belongs to the preset PPS preferential item can only the valid users of the VPN perform the charging of the VPN charging level. The condition for determining the VPN charging level comprises that: determining group identities (determining whether outgoing/incoming number is that of the user in the VPN group) in step S401, determining whether the VPN function is activated for the user (determining whether the VPN function of the users becomes available) in step S402, and determining whether this calling belongs to the preset different charging levels (determining whether this calling belongs to the VPN preferential item) in step S403, when the three conditions are met, executing step S404, otherwise executing step S409 to execute the PPS preferential flow.

Step S404: after the VPN function of the users becomes available and this calling flow or short message flow meets the conditions of the VPN preferential item, the users is...
can enjoy certain preference; the charging levels include a free credit level and a payment level; the free credit level is paid for by the free credits of the users, i.e., step S408 described below; the payment level is paid for by the amount of the user account, i.e., steps S405-S407 described below.  

Steps S405-S407: when the users are at the payment level, (including the case that the users have no free credits or the free credit of the VPN package of the users is used up), the account principal of the user is needed for payment. If the principal of the user is sufficient for this calling, the preferential charging of the payment level is adopted for performing charging to deduct the amount from the principal account of the users; if the amount of the principal account of the users is insufficient for this calling, this calling is ended.  

Step S408: the users can obtain certain free credit and can apply for VPN packages with different free credits. When the charges of the users are still within the free credit, the preferential charges corresponding to the free credit of the user is used for performing charging and the charge amount is accumulated to the used free credit; if the free credit of the users is used up, the next level of the free credit is used for performing charging.  

Through the solution, the users of multiple intelligent network systems join a group, have corresponding short numbers and select display modes; the PPS users in the group apply for VPN packages and can enjoy the VPN package preference when calling the users in the group, thereby fulfilling the aim of being compatible with post-paid and prepaid services, deducting the VPN functional charges and enjoying the VPN and PPS preferential functions at the same time by modifying the numbers of friends and relatives and package functions. Also it is possible to flexibly formulate VPN monthly functional charge, flexibly configure free intra-network and extra-network call durations or charge package which can be enjoyed by VPN users.  

The present invention realizes the VPN functions of crossing multiple systems and being compatible with post-paid and prepaid services, and the deduction of the VPN functional charges, enables the users to enjoy the VPN and PPS functional preferences at the same time and use different preferential charges according to different package levels when they enjoy the VPN function, reduces the development of the VPN service and interfaces and fulfills the aims of saving labour force and maintaining costs.  

The above are the further detailed descriptions of the present invention with reference to specific preferred embodiments, and are only examples for easy understanding, so it should not be considered that the specific implementation of the present invention are only limited to these descriptions. Those skilled in the art may make various possible equivalent changes or replacements within the conception of the present invention, and such changes or replacements should fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

1. A charging method for a prepaid service, comprising:  
   A: a Virtual Private Network (VPN) charging management module presetting different VPN package charging levels in the prepaid service, receiving a calling request from a user terminal, and determining whether there is at least one VPN valid user in a calling terminal and a called terminal and whether this calling belongs to the preset different VPN package charging levels; and  
   B: a VPN charging module charging the calling terminal or the called terminal which is a VPN valid user for this calling according to the VPN package charging level to which the calling terminal or called terminal belongs, and ending this calling if the amount of the user terminal account is insufficient.  

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein step B of charging for this calling according to the VPN package charging level to which the calling terminal or called terminal belongs specifically comprises: determining whether this calling belongs to preset free credit level, if so, accumulating this calling charge to the free credit; otherwise, accumulating this calling charge to the amount of the user terminal account according to the charging level to which this calling belongs.  

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of determining whether there is at least one VPN valid user in the calling terminal or the called terminal comprises: determining whether the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user and determining whether a VPN function is activated for the calling terminal or the called terminal; and if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user and the VPN function is activated, the calling terminal or the called terminal is a VPN valid user.  

4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: a process of applying for the activation of the VPN function before step A, the process specifically comprises:  
   a VPN functional module receives an application of activating the VPN function from the user terminal, determines whether the user terminal belongs to the VPN, if so, immediately activates the VPN function or delays the activation of the VPN function for the user terminal, otherwise, does not activate the VPN function for the user terminal.  

5. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is not that of a VPN user, or the VPN function is not activated, or this calling does not belong to the preset VPN package charging level, determining whether the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs to the prepaid charging level, and performing charging according to the prepaid charging level if the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs to the prepaid charging level.  

6. The charging method according to claim 1, further comprising a VPN registration process before step A, the process specifically comprises:  
   the VPN functional module receives a VPN registration request from the user terminal and determines the VPN authority for the user terminal.  

7. A charging system for a prepaid service, comprising:  
   a VPN charging management module arranged to preset different VPN package charging levels in the prepaid service, receive a calling request from a user terminal, and determine whether there is at least one VPN valid user in a calling terminal and a called terminal and determine whether this calling belongs to the preset different VPN package charging levels; and  
   a VPN charging module arranged to charge the calling terminal or the called terminal which is a VPN valid user for this calling according to the charging level to which the calling terminal or called terminal belongs, and ending this calling when the amount of the user terminal account is insufficient.  

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the VPN charging management module is further arranged to deter-
mine whether the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user, determine whether a VPN function is activated for the calling terminal or the called terminal, and determine that the calling terminal or the called terminal is a VPN valid user if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of the VPN user and the VPN function is activated.

9. The system according to claim 7, wherein the VPN charging module is further arranged to accumulate this calling charge to a free credit if this calling belongs to a preset free credit level and accumulate this calling charge to the amount of the user terminal account if this calling belongs to a payment level.

10. The system according to claim 7, further comprising: a VPN functional module arranged to receive an application of activating the VPN function from the user terminal, determine whether the user terminal belongs to the VPN, and immediately activate the VPN function or delay the activation of the VPN function for the user terminal if the user terminal belongs to the VPN;

11. The system according to claim 7, further comprising: a service control point synchronization module arranged to synchronize an operation of a service management point to each service control point.

12. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of determining whether there is at least one VPN valid user in the calling terminal or the called terminal comprises:

determining whether the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user and determining whether a VPN function is activated for the calling terminal or the called terminal; and

if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is that of a VPN user and the VPN function is activated, the calling terminal or the called terminal is a VPN valid user.

13. The method according to claim 12, further comprising:

a process of applying for the activation of the VPN function before step A, the process specifically comprises:

a VPN functional module receives an application of activating the VPN function from the user terminal, determines whether the user terminal belongs to the VPN, if so, immediately activates the VPN function or delays the activation of the VPN function for the user terminal, otherwise, does not activate the VPN function for the user terminal.

14. The method according to claim 12, further comprising:

if the number of the calling terminal or the called terminal is not that of a VPN user, or the VPN function is not activated, or this calling does not belong to the preset VPN package charging level, determining whether the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs to the prepaid charging level, and performing charging according to the prepaid charging level if the calling terminal or the called terminal belongs to the prepaid charging level.

* * * * *